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Abstract 
The writing of Gita Mehta does lie accorded as like the almost practical representation of India. Gita Mehta endeavors according to 

furnish inconspicuous delicacy about Indian culture via unique stories. The study ambitions to seriously evaluate India's representations 

of Gita Mehta's selected novels- Karma Cola, Raj, yet A River Sutra. Upon inspecting the works by using Gita Mehta, certain perform 

find up to expectation the writer is profoundly eager about outlining educators, instructors, priests, masters, political yet conventional 

pioneers. Mehta possesses a position as like a writer anybody clarifies pretty Indian journey together with an unmistakable and smart 

voice. Gita Mehta's first rate psyche made the genuine heart on Indian way of life or legacy, the secularity of thought, nature's function 

within a people's lifestyles then moreall, man's aim for fact and thought a spirit. 
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Introduction  

The writing about Gita Mehta do lie accorded as much the 

just practical illustration over India, an India where not 

whole female are docile, an India the place lifestyle is no 

longer born to entire its people, then an Indian the place 

the difference and internal misogyny hides in the back of 

the veil over customs, traditions, and culture. A instruction 

about Mehta's composition offers one the grasp about an 

India so much is not a painted colorful picture, nor a 

colorful over-populated the place nourishment is 

questionable. The creator shows India as like it is, 

grounded into culture, but not always trustworthy to the 

ordinary ties, and the commercialization about the cultural 

values, as within flip shines a mild over the exceptional 

sides on the Indian lifestyle as like such is. The author's 

insight, exposure, yet household records so much follows 

Mehta of her composition are prominent, where her books 

are clever examinations regarding the thoughts, 

individuals, history, then characters so much bear concrete 

abroad where had built cutting-edge India yet eventually, 

herself as like a female together with an Indian 

background. As Mehta states, ―India is a location where 

worlds yet times are colliding together with huge velocity: 

we are putting satellites among space, yet we bear bullock 

carts; there, to that amount consistent tension then 

contradiction concerning immense sophistication yet an 

almost pre-medieval course regarding life,‖ which is 

impeccably absorbed yet portrayed between her factory on 

literature. Gita Mehta's factory reflects the competencies 

received thru her editorial or political foundation. However, 

he has too composed a variety of articles because of 

unique Indian, America and European magazines. She 

made narratives and documentaries because European yet 

American TVs so well. Gita Mehta, a famous columnist, 

turned author, pleasantly and actual combined India's 

glorious history, lifestyle then spirituality thru her books.At 

the point now it has turn out to be an overall pattern in 

conformity with ask for feminist leanings between 

somebody work composed by means of women, yet for the 

intuition of misadventure or rootlessness of someone job 

born beyond the diaspora, that is electable an alternate 

encounter to fall Gita Mehta whosoever takes a gander at 

life beyond refreshingly recent viewpoints. Not that he is 

unaware over turns a steep eye in conformity with the 

theme regarding women's problems yet up to expectation 

she is impenetrable in conformity with the diasporic 

uprooting, simply that finds a tussock all the more 

charming topics after set forth on. Gita Mehta's works 
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differ, managing subjects, because example, the ride about 

ennui, wistfulness, chronicled, yet political modifications 

within India or the ageless subject matter on East-West 

experience. Indian students bear definitive full-size and 

Engrave inquiries concerning and diasporic portrayal 

regarding home then culture, nationality, and identity. As 

the speculations clarify, the previous leisure makes an 

idealistic rendition; else, such is a static picture. In both 

cases, the changes achieved by way of powers kind of 

globalization then multiculturalism are disregarded. It might 

be stated that is within no road that is better than playing 

the exceptional pioneer round about romanticizing the East 

namely colourful then exotic, a vast region where at that 

place are legends and secrets. In distinctive cases, writ 

gets elegiac as much the writers strive according to 

enquire because the final endorsement, indicating their 

position. The unpredictability regarding diaspora lies 

among couple concurrent requests; about the one hand, in 

that place is yearning because of the country; regarding 

the other, even is a under according to base use because 

of patience in the 'other' land. This makes an unpretentious 

grid concerning coalition of the diasporic subject, culture, 

the country, then the military nation. Mehta's events have a 

tendency in imitation of rejoinder to or re-vision the past; 

however, such does now not come up out of yearning. 

Instead on construction an creative fatherland after curb up 

rootedness, in that place are cognizant endeavours to 

store the indigenous identity about home way of life yet 

show India's perfect picture. 

 
Aim and Objectives 

The study aims to critically evaluate India's representations 

in Gita Mehta's selected novels- Karma Cola, Raj, and A 

River Sutra. The objectives pertaining to the study are as 

follows: 

●  To scrutinize the Indian culture in selected novels of 

Gita Mehta.  

●  To examine the opposing views of natives of India 

and the westernizes about the Indian culture and 

traditions.   

●  To provide a true image of India as a nation by side-

lining the stereotypes linked with the cultural 

representation of India. 

 

 

 

Literature Review 

Contemporary Writers and their Depiction of India 

The new Indian writing, posted between the center over the 

1980s and 1990s, has brought an abstract renaissance is 

the 1/3 generation Indian fair complexion pupils kind of 

Salman Rushdie, Vikram Seth, Vikram Chandra, Shashi 

Tharoor, Anitha Desai, Arundhati Roy, Shashi Deshpande, 

Upamanyu Chatterjee, Gita Mehta, Bharathi Mukherjee, 

then Amitav Ghosh. These are the front-most 0.33 era 

authors or whoever maintain centrality in the modern-day 

inventive scenario. They have committed a precise eye of 

the ball literary aspect with theirs wealthy cultural legacy 

yet proficient sound control.In the cutting-edge Indian 

literary scenario, Indian writers among European are the 

ones whosoever reflect the actuality about Indian reality. 

They have dominated the worldwide scholarly ideas 

employ by using the submit trailblazer yet postmodern 

journalists as Salman Rushdie, Vikram Seth, Vikram 

Chandra, Sashi Tharoor, Arundhati Roy, then consequently 

forth. These hold grow to be the colossal umbilical socio 

literary figures along considerable labor brush the 

international consideration. They bear additionally grow to 

be the principal moderators in conformity with trespass 

within India's medium cultural and convivial troubles or 

lousy colonized countries. All theirs sizeable manufactory 

hold aged in of great bulk scholastic deliberation 

international or hold welcomed or built a lot scholarly 

analysis, specifically about women's liberation, custom, 

then culture. Indian Writing into English communicates a 

honor convention, convivial encountersalso, Indian legacy. 

Early Indian journalists have utilized severa Indian phrases 

and the encounters entire through their mill regarding art 

then literature. R. K. Narayan has made Malgudi like 

Thomas Hardy's Wessex. These journalists statement 

regarding conventional troubles as notions, casteism, 

destitution, scarcity regarding education, or numerous 

sordid convivial wrongs tugging at the kernel on Indian 

culture. Indian Writing into English has seen but someone 

contentions of its evolvement. It needs after substantiate 

itself over prevalence, and mediocrity seemed at 

overwriting created of vile Indian dialects. It has together 

with considered allegations concerning existence shallow, 

imitative, superficial, or and on. Indian authors within fair 

complexion hold additionally been condemned regarding 

life no longer real socio-social representatives of India. 
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They hold been referred to according to get themselves 

removed beside the actual Indian sense. Notwithstanding, 

the current majority over Indian journalists in English has 

made seriousness concerning the spread concerning 

themes yet the subject matters. The new fashion over 

contemporary writing is colorful afterwards comfort so the 

matters changed like mutual clashes, agonies about lower 

classes, the unimportance over existence, yet an 

individual's alienation. The epic earlier than autonomy used 

to be genuinely intrigued by way of social, political, yet true 

concerns, whilst the novel, among present self reliant India, 

seems in conformity with keep keen about modern issues. 

The intellectual newborn depicting the ethnic character 

then real inner factors over lifestyles supplanted the smart 

novel. The books written between the post-Independence 

length efficaciously render that Indian reality.  

 
Gita Mehta’s India  

Upon inspecting the mill by Gita Mehta, certain do locate 

that the writer is profoundly keen of outlining educators, 

instructors, priests, masters, political yet associative 

pioneers. These conspicuous characters over the universal 

commons hold a giant role of people's lives so he educate 

individuals between varying backgrounds. Gita Mehta's 

character yet prerequisites have full in imitation of entrust 

her asylum, protection, yet isolation required because of 

such books; along this traces evading troubles a greater 

objective author needs to manage. She depends atop 

grasp as a substitute of a personal vision. Her factory 

uncover real interior elements and clandestine resonation 

over her characters. Women writers are respected 

because the default on innovative mind, fortitude, nerve, 

iron, parody, analysis; however, this demeanor is no longer 

accurate of tab of Gita Mehta. She seems after keep 

deeply modern yet daring according to portray unique 

issues. She is a tussock about full of life in accordance with 

delineate the ordinary public's proper picture during a 

period about misplaced qualities, misplaced men, or lost 

divine beings. She is worried in relation to thought, feeling, 

and sensation, or between this way, that affords a report in 

imitation of the accusation so ladies writers are no longer 

generally able because inventiveness. Mehta's novels 

journey thru age to then beside peruses Indian records yet 

be brought the strings up to expectation ought to match in 

her account. Therefore, severa individuals may grip about 

the validity regarding the story. Her books bear a 

combination concerning conventional then current; the city 

yet the nation; the eminence and the plebeians; the 

celebrations then teases; the fragrances yet the doors. In 

managing Mehta's works, certain investigates a fluctuated 

domain over various scholarly types about genuine fable 

(regularly time period group), an unique novel, a new into 

the Indian fashion about narrating, then an assortment 

concerning contract works. Examining their style, methods, 

or structure yields the author's vision about sureness yet 

confidence between her road over lifestyles yet 

conventions. However, she is now not inadvisable over the 

idle strains, the manifest realism, yet the speedy disruption 

beneath over the qualities. 

 
Characters Mirroring India 

The plethora regarding characters birthed by using the 

contemporary, among a way, be able keep recognized as 

much the reflections over the one-of-a-kind sections on 

Indian society. Critics hold identified some concerning the 

prominent examples concerning the character 

representations between the early River Sutra. Gita Mehta 

options the first-person tracing into each story, which 

reasons us according to reach in the entirely skin on the 

characters beyond the Jain Monk making an attempt 

according to fair himself about the chains concerning 

common need thru the promises on destitution, abstinence, 

or peacefulness after the performer whichever discovered 

oversea touching the genie about the ragas, about its rasa 

as gave it life or the songs over the sex ragas as proceed 

the harmonies regarding living things. Gita Mehta makes 

use of a easy conversational fashion of composing. She 

investigates the matters barring award the appropriate 

responses. She displays no feminist leanings as much that 

offers no answers or passes no judgment. The authorial 

play is prominently missing every through the novel. 

However, it has been sharp abroad between the characters 

so much symbolize the discriminatory society. Practically 

all the predominant characters, together with the peer he 

strive in accordance with getaway out of regular reality, 

barbarism, and materialistic methodology over the whole 

community .at the outset, it appear in accordance with 

stand far outdoors out of the woman, namely those 

recognize for the duration of their concretion together with 

girls as ladies become obstacles over trucking on theirs 

lives in conformity with the eternal reputation yet to keep 

liberated beside unsettling intellectual influence. This epic 
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uncovers the monetary wellbeing of modern-day class 

within a variety of manners. The male characters sense so 

much to get greater effulgence of women's being turns into 

obstacles, consequently he function to stay stored outside 

from. This custom about some precise approaches has still 

existed into our normal public. They would select now not 

in imitation of appear at a woman's face, and those would 

pick no longer in conformity with bear theirs unreal thing 

over theirs lives. This practice indicates the woman share 

over the standard public's carelessness, which wish be 

established peccant closer to a steady society's 

reorganization. Women not ever grew to become 

obstructions at some point of anybody's lifestyles venture. 

The fame then indenture about female into Indian lifestyle 

have been one extra rousing monitoring for the Indian 

author together with a conventional reason.  

 
Breaking the Stereotypical Photograph Over India 

Indian way of life or course about life be able stand traced 

returned in imitation of 4,500 years. Nonetheless, 

quintessential advances bear been instituted within certain 

regions, for instance, design, science, medication, then 

facts innovation. Pundits yet antiquarians carry up so the 

Western ball has now not usually performed Indian lifestyle 

virtually great. According to this views, conventional orders 

up to expectation did now not follow the Western way of life 

had been seen as like broad or socially 2d rate; it 

integrated entire the colonized countries and individuals—

the Indian way of life then tries in conformity with lie 

westernized. Western lifestyle fantastically influenced our 

conventions, customs, yet the pathway regarding life. The 

vast alternate within the road on life and expectation for 

individuals' daily comforts not modified enormously within 

India; however, the exchange regarding ball perspectives 

yet thoughts has arrive in relation to extensive alternate 

universally. During the epoch spent change, Indian way of 

life has no bar. Our intensive established conventions then 

customs bear unembarrassed on their preserve together 

with the improvement on westernization. India has a 

prosperous neighborly foundation, or delight into its access 

of lifestyles is well-known worldwide. In each share on 

society, westernization accompanied changes, which 

positively and negatively affect Indian culture. Mehta's 

Karma Cola won essential celebrate for the scornful cure 

attached to India's dissident intrusion and its outcomes on 

each Western then Indian societies. 

Findings or Discussions 

Gita Mehta's manufactory execute stand accepted namely 

one over the sensible representations about Indian culture. 

She manages its unpredictable doctrine through 

investigating its exceptional perspectives as mysticism, the 

east-west cultural crosscurrents, renunciation, folklore, the 

intensive rootedness over Indian characteristics in spite of 

acknowledging present day techniques because living, 

people's customs, then therefore on. The intriguing 

fastening among the traditional then the advanced Indian 

culture flows certain regarding her predominant themes. 

Gita Mehta provides a helpful association of testimonies to 

that amount raise various indigenous convivial issues. 

Alongside this, it bills either present the electricity 

regarding Indian culture. The books square both traditional 

and modern India or exhibit to that amount Indian humans 

are attempting after combine them. The creator 

unpretentiously exhibits the shortcomings so are chewing 

present day Indian culture. A cautious taking care of 

regarding it debts clarifies so human desire is the almost 

despised antagonist on humankind. 

 Additionally, within her works, Mehta has dispensed 

the ancient and the modern so a huge factor on Indian 

culture. She used to be questioning as regards the 

assessments concerning researchers concerning 

convention, advancement, modernization, then 

westernization, Gita Mehta's superintendence regarding 

the communication on the embodiment parts concerning 

the Indian consecrated previous or its modern-day delicate 

present, their association, and their effect over the Indian 

culture. In anybody case, Gita Mehta recognizes so 

cutting-edge India is languishing below the jeopardies 

concerning actual unforgiving factors; at the identical time, 

she moreover suggests the walk in the park so eventually, 

such choice bear the alternative in accordance with hit 

them. Among the manufactory by using her friends into 

India, Mehta's composition separates itself by means of 

newness as tons namely via a universalize standpoint. She 

composes India along worship and friendship, yet what 

unique her image is beside the illustration on the men and 

women whoever also explain into India yet under no 

circumstances figure out whether according to break 

outdoors on metropolitan limits or points. Gita Mehta, 

forcefully declining in imitation of disorder the town 

approaches including the majority's methods, projects her 
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internet complete, club the women's lives in tea ranches, 

over the hereditary men and women in the Vindhya ranges, 

yet the day-to-day person among the core about the Thar 

Desert.  

 
Conclusions Yet Recommendations 

Mehta possesses a position so a writer whosoever clarifies 

quite Indian experience together with an accurate yet 

sensible voice. She relates a prosperous then successful 

records – its subtlety, unpredictability, yet logical variance 

– rudiments entryways or windows of Indian life among 

manners, now not many one of a kind students do. While 

her preceding new would possibly stand viewed as like 

daintily portrayed then ailing pinnacle in accordance with 

bottom, her work's parity, consisting of her following novel, 

establishes an uncommon and vital dedication after the 

world's portions over literature. Equally condemning India 

then the West, the vignettes up to expectation perform 

above the e book are into the concept about an 

tremendously assured then touchy lady's journal stored 

over her moves through India. The representations 

uncover a keenness very a great deal sharpened then a 

talent confounded through human credulity or 

inconsistencies. The good, sparkling exposition, the 

unsentimental access in imitation of behave along the 

subject, and the practical archives of spots hand over 

abroad beyond where is between store out of this essayist. 

She brings the reporter's acute perception, the columnist's 

circumspect exactness, yet the commercial author's 

enthusiasm because efflulgent expressing after her errand 

as a writer. These characteristics makers Mehta's action is 

famously lucid, too essential. Nonetheless, Mehta's unique 

disposition as like a author in accordance with accumulate 

the wastage of residing then the rare perspectives gives 

her an innovative capacity in accordance with symbolize 

India's vision thru her books. Gita Mehta's decent psyche 

built the genuine heart concerning Indian way of life then 

legacy, the secularity of thought, nature's function of a 

people's existence and more all, man's quest because of 

fact and anxiety a spirit. 
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